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A spontaneous answer for such a question would be, “why not?” Although this 
answer satisfies me, it sounds like another “why” more than an answer. Like many writers, I 
believe that writing is as important as air. Writing stretches and expands the mind as physical 
exercises do with body, and once a mind is expanded, it resists working in a limited and 
contradictory way. Like other writers also, I believe that I write to make the world a better 
place; violence and other psychosocial illnesses are due to the lack of 'creative' writing. I also 
see writing as a method of surviving. By writing, I believe, I can face my destiny, 
differentiate myself, and overcome my built-in weaknesses and limitations. By writing, I 
think, I interact effectively with the mysterious dimensions of life like time, space, fate and 
death. Creative writing then is a process expressitivity that faces what is abstract and 
inexpressible. 
Having said so, I would like to look into writing from another perspective. For it 
might be argued that my perspective to my own writing is abstract, subjective and biased. It is 
just a matter of objectifying my subjectivities and justifying my approaches and perspectives. 
So, seriously, why do I write what I write? To foster a valid and reliable question, and to 
minimize subjectivity for a while, let me detach myself from the writing process and consult 
thinkers from another domain, like psychology and sociology, rather than from the creative-
writing domain itself.  First, let us simplify the question in hand; let us ask a general 
question: why do people do what they do? What motivates, say, a carpenter, a teacher or a 
poet to pursue his or her objectives? To find an answer, I tried several motivational theories. 
E.g., According to Freud's findings, sexual desires, libido, are the core of our motives. But 
some writers would disagree, saying that Freud has built his motivational theory on mentally 
ill and neurotic people. Skinner, on the other hand, has articulated his motivational model by 
observing birds and rats! My research has leaded me to Abraham Maslow's hierarchy of 
needs: according to Maslow, human beings are motivated by a hierarchy of unsatisfied needs. 
These needs go sequentially through five levels. Before I briefly illustrate these needs, it is 
very important to notice that these needs are sequential and prepotent. This implies two 
important points. First, only once a need in a lower level is satisfied do we start thinking of 
the need in the next level. Second, once a need is satisfied, it is not considered as a need any 
more and the need in the next will pop up to get satisfied (if interested, see the attached 
diagram). 
In the first level lay our physiological needs like food, drink, air and sex. In the 
second level, we have safety needs. That is about establishing stability and consistency in a 
chaotic world. The third level is about social needs or belongingness; people need to feel 
loved, accepted, and appreciated. The fourth level is about esteem; and that is of two parts: 
self-esteem that comes from competence or mastery of a task, and others' esteem that comes 
in terms of attention, recognition and reward. Finally, at the summit of Maslow's hierarchy 
rests the self-actualization need, the need to become more and more what you are, to 
become every thing that you are capable of becoming. 
Now, where do I put creative writing in this model? Do I write what I write to meet 
physiological needs like food, drink and sex? I don't think so. (When I was younger however, 
I used to seduce girls with my poems). Or, do I write to meet safety needs? No, not in that 
literal sense. Nevertheless, I might be writing to construct my own boundaries and territories 
in which I feel safe. Do I write to meet social needs, to belong to a group? No, that 
contradicts the previous need; in fact, being left alone is one of the greatest rewards of 
writing. However, maybe I write to create my own social belongings and to fit in a certain 
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social category. Then, do I write for self-esteem or attention and recognition from others? It 
could be. Writing, in a broad sense, is a differentiation process through which one feels 
different and thus, recognized and attended to. However, that is not all that writing is about. 
It is vital to remember that this is the means, not the end, of the writing process. A writer will 
die, eventually, once he or she treats this need as an end in itself.  Finally, do I write to 
actualize myself? This could be the dominant answer. I write to be the best I can be, to 
become everything that I'm capable of becoming. But wait a moment; what is the relationship 
between writing and self-actualization? To me, both of them are about creating. Writing is 
not only an expression of things; it is about creating new things. When we write we create 
new spaces and places. Moreover, we create new feelings, emotions and sensations. When I 
write I create new pains or new pleasures and, by implication, I create new methods to 
express these feelings. 
To summarize, writing penetrates Maslow’s hierarchy of needs vertically and 
horizontally. Writing is a desire of association that goes hand in hand with all the needs in 
that hierarchy. Moreover, it seems to me that writing, as a process of creation, transcends 
Maslow’s hierarchy of needs. In short, writing could be, and should be, added as a sixth self-
sufficient and self-governing need in that hierarchy (I hope Maslow’s scholars agree with 
that). 
Is that everything? Writing is a sixth need? I don’t think so. I think there is a trick 
somewhere. The trick is in the question itself. Asking why I write what I write seems to 
assume causal relationship. That is, because certain events or actions have happened, writing 
has happened as a result. Because we think so, we are trying to answer this question. 
Nevertheless, I don’t think that we think the way we think we think. A deeper reflection will 
reveal that because we have a giant but stupid machine that is called memory, and because 
we don’t add time as a fundamental dimension in our life, we assume this cause-effect 
relationship. The memory records the past but not the future and when the future takes place, 
it is recorded as a result of the past. Therefore, we think that what we call the past caused 
what we call the future. But, when we think of time as a solid dimension in our lives (like 
height, length and width) we will see that there is not such a relationship. Yet, if you still 
believe in cause/effect relationships, remember that you are talking about a very long chain 
of events and every event is linked to an earlier one. In this case, our question why do I write 
can be traced to the first event of all, the “big bang” by which the whole universe came 
about. 
Personally, I’m not in a position to chase that chain and to destroy the mystery of life 
by asking why and how of everything I encounter. I would rather conclude, as I started, that: 
“some people see things as they are and ask why, I see things as they never were and ask why 
not.”  And I don’t know and I don’t want to know who said that and why. 
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